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The first impression that one forms about the others 
in evaluation is his/her physical appearance. Common sense 
suggest that the physical appearance plays a major role in 
interpersonal attraction - more than most people realise. 
In other words, a particular powerful trait which affects many 
of our evaluations of people is physical attractiveness. 
Every society has its own criteria of attractivenss of which 
appearance is the most importance. The term physical attrac-
tiveness is not confinedto beauty or facial attractivness, 
it includim also the physique aspect or physique attractiveness. 
People tend to characterize others as belonging to one 
or another social group whose members are believe to have 
particular physical, social and psychological characteristics. 
This process of cognitive categorization is known as stereo-
typing. Many appearance based stereotypes can be found in 
our works of art/painting, novels, drama and poetry. Inferences 
from physical appearance are generally drawn in accordance with 
stereotypes associated with them, i.e., , mesomorphs, or athletics 
tend to create a positive impression while the ectoraorphis or 
asthenics, and endomorphs or pyknics evoke negative impression. 
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The physical attractiveness studies do not remain 
confinedonly to opposite-sex attraction but also cross into 
within sex- attraction. The present study intends to determine 
sex-differences in perception of physique attractiveness 
stereotyping for the same sex stimulus person. 
Historical Perspective of Stereotyping : 
The term'stereotyping'was first coined by Lippman (1922) 
in social science litera:ture. Since-the advent of Lippman's 
study hundreds of studies have been carried out on stereotyping. 
Stereotyping is probably one of the most important concepts in 
psychology. Stereotyping is important because it is considered 
to be one of the main avenues for the expression of social and 
cultural attitudes, i.e. the products of socialization. On the 
contrary, stereotyping has had a bad name in psychology, but 
it may be doubted if it deserves this bad name. Stereotyping 
is undesirable where it prevents necessary thought or change 
or deprive, the perceivers, individuality. Lippman recognized 
stereotypes as part of a simplifying mechanism to handle the 
•Ireal environment (which) is altogether too big, too complex and 
too fleeting for direct acquaintance' (1922,p«l6). A man's 
actions are not based on "the direct and certain knowledge, but 
on pictures made by himself or given to him"(p,25)o It is" the 
way in which the world is imagined (that) determine at in parti-
cular movement what man will do" (p.23). Thus, we react not to 
the real world, but to our reconstruction of it-" the pictures in 
our heads" (p.1). 
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Measures of Stereotyping; 
Most of the studies on stereotypes have used one of 
three techniques : the adjective checklist,ratings of photo-
graphs, ratings of statements. 
The adjective check list as a measure of stereotypes, 
was developed by Katz & Braly (1933). Those words which best 
describe th^ groups in question are selected from a list of 
48 adjectives. After listing the descriptive adjectives the 
five traits "most characteristic" of each group are marked. 
The adjective check list technique as a measure of stereotype 
has been criticized on the grounds that it limits the subject's 
description to a preselected list of traits (Duijker & 
Frijda,1960; Ehrlich,1962), The problem is that the adjective 
check list may not contain traits relevant to the groups. 
The adjective check list as a technique is unrivaled, but the 
failure to update the list may reduce its effectiveness. Also 
the list may be appropriate only to those groups "catered to" 
in the original Katz and Braly study. 
Several researches have employed a free association 
technique asking for trait; characteristics of the groups 
(e.g. Ehrlich & Rinehand,1965). McNeil (1960) and Prothro 
(1934) used a sentence completion technique. BJerstedt (i960) 
asked children attending international you:th camp to write 
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stories involving four nationalities, Tajfel et al.(1964) 
had members of an ethnic group in a dyadic situation rated 
on various traits. Personality inventories have also been 
used by some investigators (Braun,1962; Caplin,1949; Gough, 
1960) for studying stereotyping. 
The second measuring technique, photographs, has been 
used in three basic ways. In the first situation, photographs 
are matched by subjects with lables, (Gahagan,1933» Litterer, 
1933; Rice,1926T27). Second, photographs have been rated on 
a like-dislike scale by subjects and then rated a second time 
with lables attached to the photographs (Razran,1950). Third, 
the photographs, usually identifiable as belonging to members 
of an ethnic groups, are rated on a list of attributes 
(Lindzey & Rogolsky,1950, Martin,1954; Secord,1959; Secord, 
Bevan & Katz,1956). "If the photographs of the one group, 
such as Negroes,are rated as possessing a trait that the other 
group does not, such as dishonest, than dishonest, can be 
considered as a stereotyped trait of that group" (Cauthen, 
Robinson, & Krauss,1971). This use of photographs is the best 
because it allows great latitude in determining the content 
of the. stereotype. 
The third measuring technique involves the rating of 
statements as whether or not they are characteristics of the 
groups, (Ehrlich,1962; Richard,1950; Tuckman & Lorje,1956). 
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If sufficient numbers of agreements to a statement are found, 
then the statement is regarded as part of a stereotype. 
Techniques described above provide the data to identify 
the group without much information, but the greater weightage 
is placed on stereotypes. 
Advantages of Stereotyping; 
Stereotypes serve several important functions for those 
who hold them. First by stereotyping we can reduce the over-
whelming complexity of social information to more manageable 
proportions. Rather than getting lost researching for some-
one's idiosyncratic and unique traits we can organize our 
impressions in general' stereotypes. Second, because people 
share stereotypes, they can communicate directly and easily 
with those who share them. Stereotypes are a form of social 
shorthand. There are of course, many differing categories 
that can serve as basis of stereotypes; younger, old,various 
ethnic groupings, male or female. Each serves as a convenient 
way to organize our perceptions of people. The convenience of 
stereotyping is typically acquired at terrible cost: it strips 
people of their individuality. 
Semantic Differential Technique and Structural Aspects of Person 
Perception : 
In most of the experimental studies, semantic differential 
technique has been employed to determine differences between 
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target persons which are expressed largely in terms of evalua-
tion (E), Potency (P), Activity (A) and control (C). In this 
context,-E corresponds with a 'good-bad' dimension, P.to 
dimension rather like 'strong-weak', A is represented by scales 
such as 'quick-slow' or 'active-passive' while C is characteri-
zed by terms like 'deliberate-impulsive' (Gitin,1970; Osgood, 
1966, Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum,1957). 
The structural aspects of person perception suggested 
an exclusively social context occasioning a decomposition of 
familiar semantic factors (EPAC) into four closely related 
descriptive dimensions- social Activity (SA), Masculinity/Fe-
mininity (M/F), Social Control (SC), and Temperamental Control 
(TC) which are particularly well suited to describing the triit 
space involved in person perception and stereotyping. In 
selecting the characteristic scales, the emphasis has been 
largely heuristic i.e. to illustrate the range; of behaviours 
embraced by these dimensions. 
Stewart et al.(1979) outlined four connotative dimensions-
Evaluation, Potency, Activity, Control and four descriptive 
dimensions- Social Activity - Masculinity Femininity, Social 
control and Temperamental control, which are frequently 
employed in studies of social perception. The present study 
employed descriptive dimensions because It Is directly related 
to the physique attractiveness and it ha? certain advantages 
over connotative dimensions. First, descriptive dimensions are 
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psychologically meaningful with respect to clarity of inter-
pretation, implications etc.- (Tzeng,1975; Wish, Deutsch & 
Kaplan,1976). Second, findings based on descriptive dimensions 
are adequate to account for a dominance of variance in social 
perception. Third, the data obtained from studies of descrip-
tive dimensions provide substantial evidence for the idea that 
person perception is based on a structure of graded or conti-
nuous dimensions. 
Physical Attractiveness : 
As far the definition of the term "attractiveness", it 
has not yet been defined. It is obvious that individuals differ 
in what they find attrative in others, and there are also his-
torical and socio-cultural variations.* So it would suffice to 
say that attractiveness is a relative and subjective term, 
A body of psychological research has identified some aspects 
of physical attractiveness - facial beauty, body - build, dress, 
height and variousparts of the body etc, - that may be attractive 
or repulsive to some people. 
Body-build or physique has been considered to be a major 
source of physical attractiveness and some of the investigators 
have focussed on body- build as one compact whole (Husain,1986; 
Husain and Kureshi,1982, Staffier4;957), and most of the 
researchers have focussed on different parts of physique 
(Beck et al.,1976; Feldman,197'l» Gitter et al.,1982, 
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Grazaanoet al.,1978; Lavrakas,1975; Ward,1967; Wiggins and 
Wiggins,1969; Wiggihs et al.,1968). However, a bulk of research 
exist on stereotyping of body- build (Broadsky,1954; Caskey and 
Felker,1964; Dibiase and HJelle,1968, Lerner,1969; Lerner and 
Gellerd,1969; Miller and Stewart,1968; Powell,1974; Staffieri 
1967,1972). Some on the relationship between physique and 
personality variables (Darden,1972; Hood,1968; Tucker,1983) 
and some on the sex-differences in stereotyping of body-build 
(Hamid,1968; Kiker and Miller,1967; Miller et al.,1968; 
Stewart et al.,1973). The present study conformed to the studies 
on stereotyping of body-build and sex-differences in stereotyp-
ing of body-build, 
'Physique Attractiveness Stereotyping : 
Stereotyping of physique or body-build is an important 
factor in social image and social interaction. As it is evident 
from an examination of studies on stereotyping of body-build 
virtually all the previous investigators have equated stereo-
typing with consensus and thus implicitly shifted their universe 
of discourse from stereotyping per se to that of social 
stereotyping. This gave rise to a self imposed restriction 
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which is uncalled for (i.e. arbitrary and artificial) and 
severely limiting in its nature. In other words, these studies 
have many common methodological weaknesses and features. 
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First, studies relating to the stereotyping of body-
build were more concerned with the implications of Sheldon's 
morphological theories rather than stereotyping per se. 
Second, all of these studies relied upon some measures of 
consensus as sole criterion for stereotyping,and with few 
exceptions (e.g. Miller et al,,1968) most failed to proceed 
beyond this level of analysis. Third, in most of the studies, 
the data were obtained by the method of forced nominations, 
where the subjects are allowed to select only one target as 
'most' (or 'least') suiting the trait in question. Fourth, 
most of the studies conducted, on stereotyping of body-build 
were concerned exclusively with male targets. Fifth,the 
majority of published papers suffered from excessive brevity 
and an insufficiently detailed presentation of results, 
greatly reducing their potential for developing addition 
hypotheses concerning the role of body build in impression 
formation or for building a more adequate conceptualization of 
stereotyping. Sixth, few studies determined the influence of 
self and personality on stereotyping, employed less restrictive 
procedures such as ranking,grading or paired comparisons,the 
number of targets (usually three to five occasionally as many 
as 11 targets) ^ nd their nature (with extremes of endomorphy, 
mesomorphy and ectomorphy being the most commonly employed 
target). Seventh, Sheldon's Influence upon the stereotyping 
research : (a) Sheldon (19^2) has published an atlas of standard 
physiques, allowing researchers to -communicate about the stimuli 
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used without publishing pictures of them (b) There is the 
influence of Sheldon's hypothesized relationship between overt 
behaviour and physique as described by his morphology (Blller 
and Liet>iBan,1971; Child,1950; Walker,1962); some authors 
implicitly or explicitly reasoning that the stereotyping of 
somatotypes would tend to substantiate Sheldon's claims. Eight, 
the relationship between Sheldonian dimensions and social 
expectations has not been demostrated. 
The results of all studies showed that differences in 
body build give rise to a wide variety of social stereotypes, 
with some achieving quite notable levels of consensus. In 
general, it was found that mesomorphs tended to create a posi-
tive impression, while the ectomorphs and endomorphs evoked 
images which were, respectively, more or much more negative than 
that of mesomorph. For female target persons the roles of 
ecotomorphs and mesomorphy in social image were reversed-with 
thinness being the valued characteristic. 
Sex differences in Stereotyping of Body build : 
Sex. role is a terra often used by psychologists in conjunc-
tion or interchangably, with "Sex differences" and "sex-role 
stereotypes". (In the present study, the investigator used 
sex-differences). Consistent with the more general definition 
of social role,sex role refers to a pattern of behaviour that 
characterizes or is expected of persons on the basis of whether 
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they are identified as male or female. Such a meaning can be 
useful, since it clarifies the fact that roles are embodied In 
larger social institutions. Even those who may be critical of 
a society which has such differential expectations, rather than 
treating people as individuals with their own skills and incli-
nations, must admit that there are still considerable pressures, 
on men and women to behave differently according to their gender 
(Spence,Helmereich & Deaux,1983). 
After reviewing all the available studies on sex-
differences in stereotyping of body-build, (i.e,Hamid,1968, 
Kiker & Miller,1967, Miller et al.,1968; Stewart et al.,1973) 
we find a variety of indications of sex differences in stereo-
typing but very little consistency between or within them. 
Against this background of uncertainty and inconsistency the 
investigator decided to conduct a study on "sex-differences 
in perception of physique-attractiveness stereotyping" in a 
broader perspective- that is by employing a wide range of 
traits in the descriptive dimensions of Rosenberg and Olshan 
(1970) in the hope that some of the items would show sex-
differences. In addition, we had fl.oated several traits relevant 
to sex-roles and physique. 
Significance of the Present Study : 
The present study-departs from earlier studies in five 
respects. First, the complete information about the parts of the 
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different physique was furnished along with the silhouttes of 
the physique because this was an important factor in consider-
ing the role of body build in impression fromation or for build-
ing a more adequate conceptualization of stereotyping. This 
factor was seldom considered in earlier researches, (Husain, 
1986; Husain and Kureshi,1982). Second, the investigator 
developed a physique stereotyping test and this test combined 
both semantic and descriptive dimensions. Third, the responses 
were obtained on a 7-point rating scale. Fourth, the stimulus 
persons' silhouettes were of both sex- male silhouettes for 
the male subjects and female silhouettes for the female subjects. 
Fifth- a panel of Judges was employed for recruiting subjects 
on the basis of physique. 
Objectives of the Present Study : 
The main objectives of the present study are as follows: 
- To determine the difference,between asthenic male and asthenic 
female subjects' preferences for the within-sex similar 
physique stimulus person on physique stereotyping test, 
- To determine the difference between athletic male and athelic 
female subjects preferences for the within- sex similar 
physique stimulus person'on physique.stereotyping test, 
- To determine the difference between pyknic male and pyknic 
female subjects' preferences for the within - sex similar 
physique stimulus person,on physique stereotyping test. 
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To determine the difference between asthenic male .and 
asthenic female subjects' preferences for the within -
sex dissimilar physique (athletic,pyknic^ stimulus 
person on physique stereotyping test. 
To determine the difference between athletic male and 
athletic female subjects' preferences for the within -
sex dissimilar physique (asthenic,pyknic) stimulus 
person on physique stereotyping test. 
To determine the difference between pyknic male and 
pyknic female subjects' preferences for the within -
sex dissimilar physiques (asthenic,athletic) stimulus 
person on physique stereotyping test. 
Chanter ~ Two 
Review of neley^nt Studies 
A la rge number of s tud ies have focussed on the 
physical a t t r a c t i v e n e s s s tereotyping among adul t s and 
ch i ld ren . However, while surveying s tud ies on the top ic 
researches on f a c i a l a t t r a c t i v e n e s s s te reotyping seemed to 
o«t:number those on the physique a t t r a c t i v e n e s s s tereotyping, 
AS the problem here i s to study ' sex differences In 
perception of physique a t t r a c t i v e n e s s s t e r e o t y p i n g ' , a review 
of s tud ies r e l a t i n g t o the physique a t t r a c t i v e n e s s alone has 
been presented and those pe r ta in ing to f ac ia l a t t r ac t i venes s 
s tereotyping have been de lebr^ te ly isxcluded from reviewing. 
The s tud ies r e l a t i n g to the physique a t t r ac t i venes s 
may be presented under the following major heads. 
(1) Phys^qye at^fa^t^j.Ye,ne^g gpd j i k t n q t 
Husaln and Kureshl (1982) determined the male and 
female sub jec t s ' a t t r ac t i on for the opposi te sex-phys4que 
v i s - a - v i z the ro le of sub j ec t s ' body build and h i s /he r , self 
evaluation in a t t r a c t i o n for the stimulus persons . The main 
fii^dings of the study were; (a) subjec ts as a whole showed 
sign i f l e a n t l y higher a t t r a c t i o n for the a t h l e t i c type of body 
build in coraparision to e i t h e r the as thenic o r pyknic types ; 
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(b) male subjec ts I r r e spec t ive of and with regard to t h e i r 
own body bui ld , showed higher a t t r a c t i o n for the asthenic 
female stimulus persons ; (c) J?emale sub jec t s ' a t t r ac t ion was 
more for the a t h l e t i c male stimulus persons, both i r r e spec t ive 
of and with regard to t h e i r own body bu i ld ; (d) subjects* self 
evaluation conformed to t h e i r preferences for the d i f fe ren t 
types of body-build ( i . e . a t h l e t i c , as thenic and pyknic) ; 
(e) most of the male and female subjec ts perceived themselves 
as a t h e l e t i c even though belonging to the o the r types of body-
bui ld . 
Perception of the a t t r a c t i v e n e s s of female physique 
was inves t iga ted to determine the role of the body-build of 
the perce iver in a t t r a c t i o n for the opposi te-sex stimulus person; 
and to determine d i f ferences between Indian and Sudanese student 
in prefeirences for female physique 30 Indian and 30 Sudanese 
male s tudents were selected from the undergraduate c lasses of 
A.M,U., Aligarh and were asked to give t h e i r preference for one 
s i l houe t t e of the th ree presented to them showing the asthenic, 
a t h l e t i c and pyknic type, Indian subjec ts , i r r e spec t i ve of 
and with regard to t h e i r own body-build, showed higher a t t rac t ion 
for the as thenic female st imulus person. Sudanese subjects* 
a t t r a c t i o n was more for the a t h e l e t i c female stimulus person, 
both i r r e s p e c t i v e of affid with regard t o t h e i r own body-build, 
(Husain, 1986) 
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(2) Bodvparta and a t t rac t ion t 
Ward (1967) recruited a saii^le of 9 20 males and 
f«iiial«s of d i f f e r e n t he ights fOr eva luat ing the he ights of 
the Average Anerican Male (AAM}» the Average America^ feauile 
( A A F ) , pres ident Lyndon* B, , Johson and Lady Bird Johnson, 
The subjec t s a l s o expreaed t h e i r l i k i n g or d i s l i k i n g fbr the 
l a t t e r to f i g u r e s . Among both sexes« own height was p o s i t i v e l y 
re lated to height judgements of the AAM and AAP and among both 
s exes t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p was s tronger for Judgements of ths 
same sex f i g u r e s . 0«in height was more s trongly related to 
c r o s s - s e x Judgements amrag females than among males. Females 
made f igures es t imate higher than male of the he ights of the 
AAM and the AAT, but lower e s t imate than males for the heights 
o f Lyndcm B, Johnson and Lady Bird Johnson. The predict ion 
t h a t e s t i m a t e s of L .B .J .* s height would be higher for subjec t s , 
who l iked him than fOr those \tho d i s l i k e d him was confirmed 
f o r males and p a r t i a l l y confirmed for females . That expected 
l i k i n g f o r Lady Bird ttould not be re lated t o es t imate made of 
her height wa« supported among both males and females . The 
r e s u l t s %«ere d i scussed in terms o f the not ion that own height 
s e r v e s as an anchor for height Judgements o f oth«>rs« with 
s p e c i a l reference to some of the i a ^ l i c a t i o n s of adoptst ion-
l e v e l theory. 
Bertowitz e t . a l * (1971) explored the r e l a t i o n s h i p 
between height and interpersonal a t t r a c t i o n . They t e s t e d the 
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hypothes i s tha t subjects chose as fr iends those« s lrel lar to 
there In he ight . Relating the voters '# choice of candidates 
they be l ieved t h a t the voters* height and that of the candidate 
covnrr led . On the eve of the e l e c t i o n 276 male pedestri ias 
were Interviewed tfid asked about t h e i r choice of candidates 
» 
who happened t o be qu i te d i f f e r e n t In h e i g h t s . Subjects ' 
were asked t o t e l l t h e i r ovin he ights and the name o f the 
candWates.- *• o^*^  *^^ * t a l l e r subjects* they choo-ie s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
nore t a l l e r candidates whereas the shorter s u b j e c t s did not 
show any c o n s i s t e n t t e n d e n c i e s . 
Height as valued c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f o r men In modem 
s o c i e t y has been emphasized by Feldman, (1971) who with the 
help of anecdotal data* could support h i s premise that the 
Aoterlctfi s o c i e t y attached much Importance to height and to be 
t a l l was tc be good tfid to be short was to be s t igmat ized , 
Grazlano e t . a l . (1978) conducted two experiments to 
examine the Inf luence of male height on Interpersonal a t t r a c t i o n . 
In experlement I* short* medium and t a l l women evaluated* 
p i c t u r e s of men* whom they be l ieved to be e i t h e r short* medium 
or t a l l . I t was predicted that women's a t t rac t ion to the men 
would be m increas ing l i n e a r function of the men's he ight . 
This predic t ion was not confirmed; men of medium height were 
seem to be s i g n i f i c a n t l y more s o c i a l l y d e s i r a b l e than e i t h e r 
short or t a l l men. This was true whether the female evaluater 
was short* medium or t a l l * %#omen did not d i f f e r in t h e i r 
e v a l u a t i o n s . In experiment II* short* medium and t a l l men 
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evaluated the aatn« male s t lrmi l i . These men not only give 
t h e i r own evaluat ion of the male s t imul i* but they also est imate 
how s o c i a l l y d e s i r a b l e the male 's p i c t u r e s were to %M3men. 
While men showed no evidence that they be l ieved that height 
was important to %«meni t h e i r o%«n evaluat ion revealed that 
they l iked and rated short men more p o s i t i v e l y than they did 
t a l l men. This was t rue , regardless of the height of the male 
r a t e r s . These r e s u l t s were dlscussc»d in terms of s o c i a l 
s t ereo types and the inportance of s p e c i f i n g s i t u a t i o n a l 
context s in tlw predict ion of a t t r a c t i o n , 
rridon (1922/1949) reported t h a t breas t - fed males, 
thought to have experienced o r a l g r a t i f i c a t i o n , showed t h e i r 
l a t e r preference for women with developed b r e a s t s . On the 
o t h e r hand, GOt-er (1948) has mentioned that scheduled feeding 
exper iences and o r a l f rus trat ion led to l a t e r preferences for 
large breasted women. 
Wiggins tf>d Wiggins (1969) conducted a study on 
t y p o l o g i c a l a n a l y s i s of male preferences for female body types . 
The data tend t o support the b e l i e f that the three body parts 
of the females , namely, b r e a s t s , buttocks , l e g s , were consideced 
ia¥>ortant by males in the females* a t t r a c t i o n . 
In an informal Interview-^et Smith (1975) asked 100 
females to name the male body c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , which they 
found to be most s exua l ly arousing, while 39% of the women 
19 
selected the male buttocks as pxot ica l ly attractive^ and 15% 
favoured nal* sl idness* only 1% reported sexual arousal when 
they viewed lauscular chests^ and shoulders, tfsd none reported 
sexual arousal when viewing muscular arms. These preferences 
are widely discripent with the cultural bel ief ggnd with the 
results of 100 Interviews by Smith, in which males were asked 
to s e l ec t male body parts, which they thought were most sexually 
arousal to woaien. 
Wilson and Nias (1976) explored several characterist ics 
of attractiveness in females, such as height* physicrue, face, 
hair , health, c lothes and self-esteem. I t i s interesting that 
most of these features are under voluntary control, if we 
include ways of increasing height and changing real ain6 appannit 
physique to a large extent perceiveing attractiveness as a 
s ty l e of behaviour which cm be indulged in by those who choose 
to do so . 
Gitter e t ^ . a l . (1982) investigated reactions to body 
characteris t ics Of male physiques. Male and female subjects 
were shown a ser i e s of figures: which systematically manipulated 
five body character i s t ics . The findings Indicated that the 
most sa l ient physical chara'cteristics for male figures was 
protrusion of the be l ly . I t s presence resulted in the most 
negative ratings of attract ion, while i t s absence yielded the 
most pos i t ive reactions. Other body characterist ics including 
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the position of the shoulders tfid the thickness oCthe neck 
or a l l body shape also effected evaluation. The study was 
conducted both on American wd Israeli student sample, but 
cross-cultural differences were not found. Factors, such as 
the attraction of the subjects also did not affect Judgements. 
Perception of the attractiveness of female body 
characteris t ics were investigated to determine preference of 
both men and women. The design systematically manipulated 
that the four characteris t ics - head postures, shoulder postures, 
breast s i z e , and body shape included several subject characterist-
i c s - gender attraction and culture, students frotr, two unlvers l t ie 
in the united s ta tes and Israel were asked to rate 16 times 
female physiques and to assess the ir attract ion. Results 
yielded a number of attraction aoong body character is t ics , 
most prominently between breast s i ze , *id shoulder postures. 
The most prefered characterist ic was a g lass shape figure 
large breasts were also prefered (Gltter, Lcmranz, Saxe and 
fiarl-tal 1983). 
<3) ?^MQBat4^Y aRd phy?4que * 
The relationship bet%«een physique and personality has 
been a subject of curoslty in psychological l i t erature . 
&arly attempts by Kretschmer (1925) and Sheldon e t . a l . (1940) 
provide several systems to describe physique «id I t s relation 
to personality. 
2i 
Scod«l (1957) investigated the relationship between 
somatic preference (preference for e i ther large or small 
breasted Females) and dependency as measured by the T\T, 
After writing s tor i e s to 7 of the TAT cards, 169 male subjects 
were presented with 20 pairs of s l i d e s , 10 pairs consisted 
of a small-breasted afid a large-breasted female, pr(»vlously 
equated oft at tract ion. On the basis of the subjects* aelection8« 
large breast preferences, small breast preference and no 
preference groups were ident i f i ed . The small-breast preference 
group gave s ign i f i cant ly TM dependency themes than e i ther of 
the other two groups. 
Physique and appearence also affect soc ia l behaviour 
in two ways, correlation have been found between physique and 
ten^eraiment- muscular individuals tend to be aggressive m6 
extra verted, thin people to be tense tfid i n t e l l i g e n t , fat 
people to be pleasant and happy. Wd t a l l men and attractive 
g i r l s are reacted to by others in special ways, (Pamell , l9S8) • 
Wiggins e t . a l . (1968) det&rntludd corc€lation of 
heterosexual somatic preference. I t i s widely believed that 
breasts, buttocks and legs are important determinant of feminine 
attract iveness and that the re lat ive influences men place upon 
the ir body parts t y p i f i e s the ir heterosexual orientation and 
i s^ l i ca te^ certain personality characteri^ftics. 95 male 
undergraduates made paired oonparision preference rating of 
nude female s i lhouet tes , which varied in three body parts. 
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Per sona l i t y and background data were col lected in seperate 
sess ion . For each subjects Thurstone scale values were obtained 
for the nude s i l h o u e t t e s . The out s ides co r r e l a t e s of stimulus 
preferences indicated that large breas t preference was associated 
with them 'p lay boy' images, preference of large buttocks was 
re la ted to an ' anal charac te r ' syndrome, and preference from 
large legs and small neck was charac ter i sed by soc ia l inhibi t ion 
and p a r t i c i p a t i o n respec t ive ly . 
Wiggins (1971) t e s t ed the hypothesis t h a t dependency 
would be associated with preference for a p a r t i c u l a r s ize of 
b reas t contrary to expectat ion t h a t perhaps large breas t s ize 
preference wi l l go with dependency. I t was found tha t males' 
l ik ing small-breasted women were more dependent. When the 
s i zes of b r ea s t s , buttocks and legs were varied systematical ly 
and males preferences were equated with t h e i r persona l i ty 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , some s ign i f i can t co r r e l a t i ons were obtained, 
one of them again confirming the findings t h a t smal breast 
preference was ind ica t ive of dependence. 
Lavrakas (1975), using a paired comparison design 
varied the size of 1 of 4 body areas (arms, upper t runks , 
lower t runks or l e g s ) , which resul ted in 19 combinations. 
To a group of 64 females, Thurstone 's value sca le was administered 
cofdelat ions were calculated between subject var iab les 
including physica l appearence, personal hab i t s , male and 
female sex role a t t i t u d e s and the underlying pereference 
f a c t o r s for ami* physiques , A l thou^ th« values of 
s l g n f l c l a n t c o r r e l a t i o n s were g e n e r a l l y low yet I t coul<9 be 
suggested that female preference for male physiques covarled 
with feminine-masculine sex role s tereotype women, who were 
t r a d i t i o n a l l y masculine In physique ejipressed more non-
stereotyped preferences for male body p a r t s than women with 
l e s s t r a d i t i o n a l masculine physique. The Information obt^nlned 
In the study could a l so suggested t h a t female preferences for 
male physiques may serve as an I n i t i a l d e l i m i t e r in narrowing 
the f i e l d of e l l g l b l e s In pa ir ing he terosexua l . 
Beck e t , a l . (19 76) I d e n t i f i e d var iab les related to 
somatic preferences of the male aid female body, women's 
somatic preference In judging t h e male iMid female body were 
obtained apd related to t h e i r own p e r s o n a l i t y tfftd backgrotitid ^ 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s * 115 female under graduates made paired 
ooraparlslon preferences rat ing o f a s e t of 15 male and a s e t 
of 15 female p r o f i l e s s i l h o u e t t e s whlfih varied In che^t / 
b r e a s t s , buttock and l eg slate. The group of won»n as a swhole 
s e l e c t e d a male s i l h o u e t t e s of moderate s i z e ( thinners) with 
a small buttocks as the moat a t t r a c t i v e male physlcjue. A 
moderate s i z e s male s i l h o u e t t e with a some what l a r ^ r chest 
was a l s o favoured. This f inding gave on ly p a r t i a l support to 
the c u l t u r a l b e l i e f that women p r e f e r l arger che»t to men. 
S ince , the l arger chested o r *at lus* type physique receive 
on ly ' s l i d e Indoores' men. A moderate s i z e female s i l h o u e t t e s 
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with smull buttocks was choosen as ^ « most pr«fered fsmal® 
figure. In additon« tfi evently proportioned and inoderately 
build female s i lhouet tes were c learly dis l iked but less 
definite prefer«)oe patterns were obtained with regard to leg 
s i z e . 
Tucker (1983) eaqployed Tennessee's se l f concept scale 
to assess nul t ip le dimensions of se l f concept in 2d4 college 
nales^ tiie perceived somatotype scale was used to assess three 
indices of somatotype. MAhOVA revealed s ignif icant 
differences in global self-concept among the se l f perceived 
somatotype (PSS)« the perceived ideal somatotype (PSI) « and 
the se l f ideal discrepency (PSD) groups. Univariate analysis 
indicated that the PS\s groups differed s ign i f i cant ly in a l l 
but the moral- a thicker dimen sion of se l f concept* while no 
univariable s e l f concept difference were found among the PSZ 
groups. The PSD groups differed markedly on a l l but the moral* 
ai thicker aixS family sub-scale. The assunption that somatotype 
e f f e c t s has l i t t l e psychological predictive u t i l i t y * needs 
amendment in the l ight of the findings of the present study. 
(4) ?fay84fiMf attract4Ytiifai nft^qt?YPinq < 
There i s an^le evidence th at physique csn be a 
potent «liciteir Of isqpressions md stereotypes in adulthood. 
The body build stereotype i s not only associated with ifdults* 
iMit thert are a number of studies showing that physique 
creates social ized impression from early in childhood. For 
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exaople , LeaOcncr amd Gell^ra (1969) found that f ive year old 
female chi ldren were d i s t i n c t l y averse t c the endomorphlc bui ld , 
although unequivocal s tereotyping was not g e n e r a l l y evidenced, 
Caelcey tfid Felker (19 64) i d e n t i f i e d stereotypinqf 
assoc ia ted with female physique. In t h e i r study 75 school 
g i r l s # 15 in each grade from one t o f i v e (6-10 years old) were 
i n d i v i d u a l l y show) s i l h o u e t t e s df a female endomorphs 
nnesomorphs cpd ectomorphs. AS each of 40 a d j e c t i v e s were read 
out the chi ldren indicated which of t h e three t a r g e t persons, 
i t b e s t s i l i ted of the 40 a d j e c t i v e * , 30 were asigned non randomly 
t o the s t i m u l i . The r e s u l t s of t h i s stwiiy can be conpared 
with that of S t a f f e r i (1967) . Here 90 male chi ldren from 
6 to 10 years of age were asked to asign 39 a d j e c t i v e s of 
various behaviour of the p e r s o n a l i t y t r a i t s to s i l h o u e t t e s 
which represented extreme endomorphs, meaomorphs, a»x3 ectomotphs 
body t y p e s . Half Of the chi ldren view adult s i l h o u e t t e s and 
the half c h i l d ' s s i l h o u e t t e s , but s ince pa t t erns of responding 
did not d i f f e r f o r the two groups, a l l exqpptt two of the 
a d j e c t i v e s were asigned non^randomly. The r e s u l t s of s t a f f e r i ' s 
(1967) study c l e a r l y i n d i c a t e s a commwj s tereotype of 
behav iour /persona l i ty t r a i t s , a s soc ia ted with various body 
t y p e s ; a l l the s i g n i f i c a n t ^ J e c t i v e s asigned to the mesomorphs, 
image were favourable, the a d j e c t i v e s asigned to endomorph 
were unfavourable ( s o c i a l l y ) and pr imari ly s o c i a l l y aggress ive 
the a d j e c t i v e s asigned t o the ectomorphs pr imar i ly unfavourable 
(personaiiity) and of a genera l ly s o c i a l l y submissive type. In 
addi t ion , sub jec t s showed a c l e a r preference to look l ike 
the mesomorphs image apd demOfi§tt-ati<l reasonable accuracy in 
perception of t h e i r own body types . 
In h is r ep l i ca to ry study s t a f f i e r i (19 72) reports a 
study of 120 boys from 8 to 12 years old who asigned one of 
four f igures (extreme endonrarph, mesomorph, ectomorph and a 
d j s p l a s t i c physique) to each of 36 behavioural descr ip t ion 
s imi l a r to those of Staff ier i (1967). The mesomorph was 
again ' a l l th ings good' , the endomorphs was seen as a soc ia l ly 
unfavourable charac te r , and f i n a l l y the ectomorph appeared 
s o c i a l l y submissive, 
Lerner (1969 ) t e s ted the hypothesis as to whether 
the s te reotypes remain reasonablly construct through o lder 
age, l eve l of ch i ld ren , and adolescents , in h i s study 50 male 
volunteers formed three groups-pre-puberty/ (mean age 10.7 years, 
n -15) , pos t -puber ty (mean age 14,9 years, n=sl5) and end of 
puber ta l growth spur t (mean age 19,5, n = 20), The subjects 
were shown p i c t u r e s prepresent ing an adul^ male endomorph, 
measomorph aid ectomorph, one of which had to be asslgne* to 
each of 30 behavioural descr ip t ion selected from Brcdsky 
(1954). The th ree groups did not d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y in 
t h e i r s te reotypes of the three physiques and again, the 
measomorph to f i t as cxsurageous, most wanted as a fr iend, the 
ectomprph i s s o c i a l l y submissive, t imid and in a precar ious 
n^ntal s t a t e , and, of course, the endomorph continued fr iendless 
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speddlng time abusing h i s body v i t h n l e c t i n ^nd a l cohe l . 
The aim of P o w e l l ' s (19 74) study was to fo l low up the 
suggest ion of Stewart e t . a l . (1973) tha t q u a n t i t a t i v e rather 
than q u a l i t a t i v e d i f f erence in body build may a l so y ie ld 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n c e s t e r e o t y p e s . The subjec t s were 50 
u n i v e r s i t y s tudents and mater ia l s a^d procedure i d e n t i c a l with 
tha t of Mi l l er and Stewart (1966) . c-ach subjec t r^mked 6 
female physique from most s u i t i n g to l e a s t s u i t i n g each of 
15 concepts presented in a random order . The concepts were 
(1) jLlke l e a s t , (2) l i k e best (3) wife (4) young (5) sucress fu l 
(6) s i s t e r (7) l eader (8) hold (9) s e l f (10) fo l lower 
^11) mother (12) p r o s t i t u t e (13) prualsh (14) homosexual 
(15) Alchohl ic . The physiques were s e l e c t e d so as to form 
3 p a i r s , endomorphs, 6-3-2 and 7 - 3 - 1 , mescfrorphs 3-6-2 , and 
1 -7 -1 , ectomorphs 1-2-7 , and 1-3-6, soroatotype number from 
Sheldon (1942 a ) . The physiques were photograrhs of anonymous 
person with masked f a c e s . 
The i n v e s t i g a t o r has oome across only four s tudies 
re la t ing to the sex d i f f e r e n c e s in physique s t ereo typ ing , 
Kiker end M i l l e r (1967) and Hamid (1968) explored a 
var i e ty of Ind ica t ions of sex d i f f e r e n c e s in s tereotyp ing but 
very l i t t l e oons i tency between o r within them. In a l a t e r 
study of pbysiquie^ ^ s tereotyping using sem^it ic d i f f e r e n t i a l s 
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( M i l l e r e t . a l . « 1968) a sex d i f f e r e n c e approachinq s ign i f i cance 
( z - 1 . 2 4 , p» .10) was reported for data obtained by co l laps ing 
198 s c a l e s - a s u r p r i s i n g l y large d i f f e r e n c e oonsiderlnq that 
i t tfas based on the summary of appxoxlmately 60,000 more or 
l e s s heterogeneous r a t i n g s . 
Stewart e t . a l . (1973) deterrrined sex d i f f e r e n c e s in 
perception of female physique. In t h i s study, 25 adult 
female oo l l ege s tudents ra^aked s i x female physiques (two 
endcroorphs, two mesomorphs m^i two ectomorphs) from most to 
l e a s t s u i t i n g 'Like l eas t* and 'Like best* with ins t ruc t ions 
to judge upon an a e s t h e t i c rather than in?>uted persona l i ty 
b a s i s . The t%#o endomorphs were l e a s t l i k e d , fol lowed by the 
two mesoroorphs and f i n a l l y by the two ectomorphs. This order 
of preference was e x a c t l y reversed on l iked b e s t . The order 
of preference of male students was i d e n t i c a l . 
The present review has p o s s i b l y exhausted the avai lable 
s t u d i e s relatjb)g to the physique a t t r a c t i v e n e s s and l i k i n g , • 
body parts and a t t r a c t i o n , p e r s o n a l i t y and physique, physique-
a t t r a c t i v e n e s s s tereotyping and s e x - d i f f e r e n c e s in physique 
s t e r e o t y p i n g . 
* * * * * * * * 
Chapter Three 
METHOD AND PLAN 
The method and plan was worked out in accordance with 
the objectives of the study. Since the central problem with 
us was to find out "Sex-differences in perception of physique 
attractiveness stereotyping". "For any type of research, 
methodology is important as well as crucial which includes 
rationale of adequacy in choosing the design. The measure-
ments and their analysis, come to the fore since adequacy of 
interpretation of results rest upon this very scruitiny" 
(Kerlinger,1973). 
Subjectst"*-
Initially the investigator approached 230 male and 
female students of Post-graduate classes of A.M.U., Aligarh. 
After applying the criteria for selection of subjects, the 
sample size being reduced to 90 male and 90 female subjects. 
The group of males and the group of females was equally 
divisible in terms of three types of body-build asthenic, 
athletic and pyknic - with 30 subjects in each category, 
A panel of Judges (N»3) for evaluating the physique -
attractiveness was employed in drawing the desired sample 
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representing the three types of physique (Asthenic, Athletic 
and pyknic). The ;judges for identifying subjects on the basis 
of physique were those who were well-versed or knowledgeable 
about the Kretschmer's typology. Kretschmer (1925) classified 
body-build into four categories namely, asthenic, athletic, 
pyknic and dysplastic. Of the four categories, the dysplastic 
was not included for its scanty representation among the 
normal population and also for the difficulty involved in 
identifying such body type. As defined by Kretschmer, the 
asthenic is one with small trunk, sharp and lean features, 
shallow chest, long extremities and invariably a tall stature. 
At the first sight he is described as a thin man. The athletic 
is similar to the asthenic type but for a more balanced muscular 
development, stronger and more robust features and broad 
shoulders. He is truly masculine in appearence and an ideal 
athlete. The pyknic type is one with a plumb, heavy and round 
body having short legs, a thick neck, broad face and a full 
abdomen. His gestalt is that of a fat man. The criterion used 
for categorizing subjects on the basis of their physique was 
that all the three Judges should have agreed that the subject 
belonged to a particular category. 
Besides, subjects were also asked to evaluate themselves, 
on the basis of three silhouettes representing to each type of 
physique in which category they belonged. Finally, only those 
subjects were selected where there was 100% agreement between 
the Judges' rating and self-rating. 
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Figure represents the break-up of the subjects in terms 
of the variables of the study: 
N»180 






Asthenic Athletic Pyknic Asthenic Athletic Pyknic 
30 30 30 30 30 30 
Measures : 
To determine subject's liking for a particular physique 
a set of stimuli was used in this study, A set of stimuli 
related to different type of physique was used in the form 
of silhouettes. The silhouettes of the three major types of 
physique - asthenic, athletic and pyknic - were sketched by 
an artist according to Kretschmer's (1925) proposed dimensions. 
The dimensions of different parts of physique were given 
abreast in the silhouettes. Two silhouettes each for the three 
types of physique were prepared. There was one male and one 
female silhouette representing each of the three types of 
physique. 
O M 
To measure physique - attractiveness stereotyping, a 
7-point rating scale was developed by the investigator,follow-
ing the descriptive dimensions as obtained from studies of 
social perception - Social Activity (SA), Masculinity - Femi-
ninity i (MF), Sofcial Control (SC), Temperamental Control (TC). 
Physique attractiveness stereotyping test comprised 40 bipolai^  
adjectives and each dimension consists of 10 bipolar adjectiyes. 
Some of the adjectives were deduced from the original scale 
and most of the adjectives pertaining to each dimensions were 
floated by the investigator. 
Physique Stereotyping Test 
Instruction : 
Every individual possesses certain personality charac-
teristics by which he/she is generally recognized. Below are 
given certain characteristics which are found among individuals, 
in varying magnitudes. You are required to rate other 
(stimulus persons' physique silhouettes ) on the following 
traits under each dimension by putting a check mark {>/ ) 
on any one of the seven alternative response categories« 
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L- !J Very {Qu;LteJSli  ]Neu-JSli- J Quite}Very 
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The data were collected individually and the instructions 
were given to the subject with the stressing that this was a 
test of first impression or person perception, "The subjects 
were required to choose the one of silhouettes of the Asthenic, 
Athletic and Pyknic physique of the same - sex person which 
they found to be most like them or which they liked most. They 
were also asked to put a tick' (>/) mark on any one of the 7-
point scale against each item of the test on the basis of 
selected physique silhouette". Subjects took about an hour, 
time in selecting silhouettes and completing the test. 
Statistical Analysis :-
t-test was used to determine the significance of diffe-
rence between male and female subjects' preferences for the 
similar/dissimilar within - sex physique stimulus person on 
the physique stereotyping test. 
Chapter Four 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results obtained for the present study may be 
presented In two mkjor groups - (1) Sex-differences In 
perception of within sex similar physique attractiveness 
stereotyping. (2) Sex-differences In perception of wlthin-
sex dissimilar physique attractiveness stereotyping. 
Sex-differences In perception of within- sex similar 
physique attractiveness stereotyping. 
Table 1: Showing the values of t-test Indicating differences 
between asthenic male (N =» 6) and asthenic female 
(N = 9) subjects' preferences for the asthenic 


































































































































































































































































































Table 2; Showing the values of t-test indicating difference 
between athletic male (N='30) and athletic female 
(N«19) sub;5ects' preferences for the athletic 







































































** Significant at 0,01 level of significance 

































































•• significant at .01 level of significance 


















































































































































** Significant at .01 level of significance 
* Significant at ,05 level of significance 
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Sex-differences in T>erception of within - sex dissimilar 
physique attractiveness stereotyping : 
Table 3: Showing the value of t-test indicating differences 
between asthenic male (N=24) and asthenic female 
(N=21) subjects' preferences for the athletic 







































































** Significant at ,01 level of significance 
• Significant at ^Od level of significance 
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** Significant at ,01 level of significance 
* Significant at .05 level of significance 
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Table ^i Showing the value of t-test indicating differences 
between pyknic male (N=8) and pyknic female (N«12) 
subjects' preferences for the asthenic stimulus 




Traits Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t 
1. 6.13 0,60 5.50 0.85 1.96 
2. 5.88 1.90 5.92 1.04 0.05 
3. 5.75 , 1.86 5.91 0.86 0.24 
4. , 6.50 0.71 5.92 1.04 1.48 
5. 4.38 1.80 5.25 1.16 1.21 
6. 5.75 1,92 5.50 1.32 0.32 
7o 4.38 2.00 5.58 1.32 1.50 
8. 5.38 1.57 5.00 1.68 0,51 
9. 5.00 1,94 5.08 1.26 0.14 
10. 5.63 1.49 5.58 1.50 0,10 











































































































































































•* Significant at 


















































Table 5: Showing the values of t-test indicating differences 
between pyknic male (N*22) and pyknic female (N=18) 
subjects' preferences for the athletic stimulus 




Traits Mean S,D. Mean S.D. t 
1. 5,91 1.^ 7' 6,11 1,74 0.04 
2. 
3, 
4. 5.68 1,49 6.33 0.67 1.86 
5. 5,18 1.64 6.06 1,47 1.80 
6. 5.64 1.55 5.72 1.69 0,15 
7. 5,36 1.40 5.56 1.60 0.04 
8. 5,32 1,46 5,39 1.70 0.14 
9. 5,50 1,30 5.28 1,63 0,46 

















































































** Significant at .01 level of significance 


















































































































































* Significant at ,05 level of significance 
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No significant differences have been found to exist 
between asthenic male and asthenic female subjects' preferences 
for the within-sex asthenic person on the social activity, 
masculinity - femininity, social control and temperamental 
control dimensions of physique stereotyping.test. A close 
scruitiny of results reveal that the asthenic female subjects 
perceive the other higher on adaptable-unadaptable, attractive-
unattractive, colourful - colourless, cooperative -
uncooperative and social - unsociable and the asthenic male 
subjects perceive the other higher on extravert-lntrovert, 
friendly - unfrientlly humorous - serious and popular -
unpopular traits of social activity. On masculinity -
femininity dimension male subjects' perceive the other higher 
on all the traits. In other words, male subjects attach 
greater importance to the masculinity and female subjects to 
femininity. Male subjects' perceive the other as dishonest-
honest, immoral - moral, quarrelsome - peaceful sensual -
modest, unchaste - chaste, and vindictive - forgiving and 
attract toward them, whereas the female subjects perceive 
the other as immature - mature, tense - relaxed and violent -
nonviolent. In other words, the tendency of social control 
or deviancy attracts the males more than the females. Female 
subjects as compared to the male counterparts, perceive the 
other as energetic - unenergetic, good natured - ill natured 
and talkative - quite, whereas the male subjects perceive the 
other higher on excitable - calm, impulsive - deliberate. 
K'j VI 
intolerant - tolerant, irritable - poised, rash - restrained 
and warm-cold traits on the temperamental control dimension. 
It means,asthenic males have less temperamental control than 
asthenic females as perceived by the same-sex subjects. On 
frank-shy, non-conforming-conforming and pessimistic-optimistic 
traits of social activity, social control and temperamental 
control dimensions of physique stereotyping test, males and 
females have the same perception. One of the possibly expla-
nation of the general findings may be that the asthenic male 
and asthenic female subjects' stereotype identically for the 
within-sex similar physique stimulus person on the physique 
stereotyping test. Thus these findings seem to support the 
"homogany theory" or what is termed as "like attract like" 
hjrpothesis. 
The athletic female subjects pay significantly greater 
premium for the athletic female stimulus person on the adap-
table-unadaptable and colourful-colourless traits of social 
activity dimension than the athletic male subjects. Whereas 
the athletic male subjects show significantly higher preference 
for the within sex similar physique istimulus person on 
extravert-introvert trait than the counterpart. The athletic 
male and athletic female subjects do not differ significantly 
on the other traits of social activity. On the hard-soft, 
independent-dependent, leader-follower, masculine-feminine, 
and strong-weak traits of masculinity-femininity dimension. 
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athletic male subjects show significantly higher preference 
for the other than the athletic female subjects preferences 
for the similar physique stimulus person. No significant 
differences exist between athletic male and athletic female 
subjects' preferences for the within - sex similar physique 
stimulus person on the ascendent-submissive, rugged-delicate, 
successful-unsuccessful, and tough-tender traits. Significant 
differences have not been found to exist between male and 
female subjects preferences for the similar physique stimulus 
person on any characteristic of social control dimension. 
In general, athletic male subjects perceive the other higher 
on most of the characteristics of social control dimension. 
Similar is the case with athletic male subjects.' preferences 
for the other on the traits of temperamental control dimension 
Athletic male subjects perceive the other significantly higher 
on energetic-unenergetic, whereas the athletic female subjects' 
perceive the other significantly higher on talkative-quite 
traits than their counterpart. In general, heterogamy theory 
operates in those traits where the sex-differences exist i.e. 
male and female subjects perceive the other dissimilar and 
homogamy theory in those traits where the sex-differences 
do not exist i.e. male and female subjects' perceive the 
other similar on the characteristics. The traits perceived 
by the athletic male and athletic female subjects in the 
other conform to the socio-cultural values, sex-role stereo-
typing and stereotyping of the physique. 
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The pyknic male and pyknic female subjects' have 
not shown any preference for the similar physique stimulus 
person. 
Significant differences have been found to exist 
between asthenic male and asthenic female subjects' prefe-
rences for the within-sex athletic stimulus person on 
frank-shy and popular-unpopular traits of the social activity 
dimension. Whereas on the remaining traits of the social 
activity dimension, male and female subjects have not shown 
significant differences in perceiving the other. This finding 
indicates that the asthenic male and asthenic female subjects 
perceive the dissimilar other in the same way on the traits of 
social activity. Asthenic male subjects score higher than 
asthenic female subjects for the athletic stimulus person 
on all the traits of masculinity-femininity dimension. That 
is, male subjects perceive the other significantly higher 
than the female subjects on hard-soft, independent-dependent, 
leader-follower, masculine-feminine, and strong-weak traits. 
This finding is similar to the one where the athletic male 
and female subjects have shown preferences for the similar 
other. This finding indicates that the males,in comparison 
to females perceive the athletic stimulus person as masculine. 
Maleand female subjects perceive the other in similar 
fashion on every traits of social control dimension. But 
on most of the traits asthenic male subjects perceive the 
5[i 
other higher (though not significantly) than asthenic female 
subjects. It means the tendency of social control covaries 
with males than females. Asthenic female subjects perceive 
the other significantly higher on pessimistic-optimistic and 
talkative-quite traits and asthenic male subjects perceive 
the other significantly higher on energetic-unenergetic and 
warm-cold traits of temperamental control dimension, than 
their counteirpart. No significant differences exist between 
asthenic male and asthenic female subjects in preferences 
for the athletic stimulus person on the remaining six traits. 
Since the athletic male subjects have not shown any 
preference for either asthenic or pyknic stimulus person, 
the comparison between athletic male and athletic female 
subjects has been excluded from the analysis. 
Out of ten traits of social activity, the pyknic 
female subjects' perceive the asthenic female stimulus person 
higher on six traits, whereas the pyknic male subjects 
perceive the asthenic male stimulus person higher on four 
traits (though not significantly). On hard-soft, strong-weak 
and successful-unsuccessful traits, pyknic male subjects 
perceive the other significantly higher than the pyknic female 
subjects. No significant differences have been found to 
exist between pyknic male and pyknic female subjects 
perception for the other on remaining seven traits. Pyknic 
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males perceive the other higher than the pyknic females on 
all the traits of social control dimension. Significant 
differences have not beer^  found to exist between pyknic 
males and pyknic females preferences for the asthenic stimulus 
person on excitable-calm, impulsive-deliberate, intolerant-
tolerant, irritable-poised, pessimistic-optimistic, rash-
restrained and talkatiye-quite traits of the temperamental 
control dimension, Male subjects perceive the other signi-
ficantly higher than the female subjects on energetic-
unenergetic, good-natured - ill natured and warm-cold traits. 
Pyknic female subjects perceive the athletic female 
stimulus person higher on almost all the traits except the 
popular-unpopular and sociable-unsociable traits of social 
activity where the pyknic male perceive the other higher on 
these characteristics. Pyknic females perceive the other 
significantly higher on independent-dependent and leader-
follower traits than the pyknic males. Significant diffe-
rences have not been found to exist between pyknic male and 
pyknic female subjects' preferences for the other on the 
remaining eight traits of the . masculinity-femininity. Pyknic 
male subjects rather than the pyknic female subjects perceive 
the other higher on all the traits of social control. Pyknic 
males as well as pyknic females have shown similar rating for 
the other on good-natured - illnatured,impulsive-deliberate 
and rash-restrained traits. Pyknic females perceive the 
f)7 
higher on energetic-unenergetic, excitable-calm, irritable-
poised, and talkative-quite traits whereas the pyknic 
males perceive the other higher on intolerant-tolerant, 
pessimistic-optimistic, warm-cold traits of temperamental 
control. 
One of the intriguing observations here is that the 
pyknic females perceive some negative traits in the asthenic 
athletic female stimulus person (cf. Table 4-5). These 
traits do not conform the social norms and sex-role stereo-
typing. In other words, pyknic females in comparison to 
pyknic males, are less willing to and resist stereotyping 
expressing a liking which goes contrary to what is generally 
believed about the athletic and asthenic person, Istead of 
conforming to the wordly accepted view that such persons 
generally evoke a positive impression, the pyknic find in 
these persons some of the negative attributes too. This may 
probably be explained in ternjs of the pyknics evaluation (by 
way of disliking the similar other) which instils a feeling 
of cynicism among them, generalized to the extent that they 
do not toe the line of others perception. Thus by not 
conforming, they assert themselves to compensate for their 
experienced non-acceptance by other. Or, the mechanism of 
reaction formation may be at work with them implying that 
though liking as other like they may a pretention that 
they do not. 
Chapter Five 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Stereotyping of physique is an important factor in 
social image and social interaction. Ample evidence is 
available on stereotyping of body build, where the semantic 
differential technique has been employed to determine 
differences betwieen stimulus persons which are expressed 
largely in terms of evaluation, potency, activity and 
control (connotative dimensions). The present study 
employed descriptive dimension-social activity, masculinity-
femininity, social control and temperamental control because 
these are directly related to the physique attractiveness 
and it has certain advantages over connotative dimensions. 
These dimensions are obtained from studies of social 
« 
perception. On the'basis of the available evidence we have 
come to regard four features of stereotyping of body build 
as being of key importance, (a) an improved conceptualization 
of stereotyping of body-build, (b) relationship between 
stereotyping and physique, (c) sex-differences in perception 
of similar/dissimilar physique attractiveness in perception 
of similar/dissimilar physique attractiveness stereotyping, 
(d) identification or selection of subjects on the basis of 
physique. 
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The objectives of the present study were to determine: 
(a) the difference between asthenic male and asthenic female 
subjects' preferences for the wlthin-sex similar physique 
stimulus person on physique stereotyping test; (b) the 
difference between athletic male and athletic female subjects' 
preferences for the within-sex similar physique stimulus 
person on physique ster'eotyp4.ng test; (c) the difference between 
pyknic male and pyknic female subjects' preferences for the 
within-sex similar physique stimulus person on physique 
stereotyping test; (d) the difference between asthenic male 
and asthenic female subject; '^ preferences for the within-sex 
dissimilar physique (athletic, pyknic) stimulus person on. 
physique stereotyping test; (e) the difference between athletic 
male and athletic female subjects' preferences for the within-
sex dissimilar physique (asthenic,pyknic) stimulus person on 
physique stereotyping test; (f) the difference between pyknic 
male and pyknic female subjects' preferences for the within-
sex dissimilar physique (asthenic,athletic) stimulus person 
oa physique stereotyping test. 
The investigator reviewed the available studies relating 
to the physique attractiveness and liking, body parts and 
attraction, physique attractiveness stereotyping,personality 
and physique, and sex-differences in physique stereotyping. 
These studies suggested that the stereotyping of physique is 
an important factor is social image and social interaction 
viz-a-viz an potent factor of impression formation. 
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After applying the criterion for selection of 
subjects, 90 male and 90 female subjects were drawn from 
the post-graduate classes, of A.M.U.,Aligarh. The groups 
of male and female subjects were equally divided into 
three types of physique-asthenic, athletic and pyknic- with 
30 subjects, falling in each category. Subjects' attraction 
or liking for a particular physique was determined by 
employing a set of stimuli in the form of silhouettes. Two 
silhouettes each for the three types of physique (i,e. 
asthenic, athletic and pyknic) were prepared/sketched by 
an artist according to Kretschmer's proposed dimensions. 
There was one male and one female silhouette representing 
each of the three types of physique. Physique Stereotyping 
Test (PST) was developed by the investigator following the 
•descriptive dimensions - social activity, masculinity-
femininity, social control and temperamental control- The 
PST consisted of 40 bipolar adjectives and each dimension 
comprised 10 bipolar adjectives. The scheme of arrangeinent 
was that the indicative adjective appeared on the left-hand 
side, and the contra-indicative on the right, , The indicative 
adjectives representing the dimensions were arranged 
alphabetically. The data were collected individually. The 
subjects were required to select the one silhouette of the 
asthenic, athletic and pyknic physique of the same sex 
person which they found belonged to their ovm category. 
Subjects were also required to select one silhouette of 
the stimulus persons which attracted them most, and on this 
basis they were asked to rate on the physique stereotyping 
test by putting a check mark on any one of the seven 
alternative Response categories given against each trait, 
t-test was used to determine the significance-of difference 
between male and female subjects', belonging to asthenic, 
athletic and pyknic physique, perception for the similar/ 
dissimilar physique stimulus person on physique stereotyping 
test. 
The highlights of the study were: 
No significant differences were found between asthenic 
male and asthenic female subjects' preferences for the 
similar physi'que stimulus person on physique stereotyping 
test, 
- • Significant differences were found between athletic male 
and athletic female subjects' preferences for the similar 
physique stimulus person on adptable-unadaptable,colourful-
colourless, extravert-introvert traits of social activity, 
hard-soft, independent-dependent, leader-follower, 
masculine-feminine, strong-weak traits of masculinity-
femininity, and energetic-unenergetic, taikative-quite 
traits of temperamental control dimensions, 
- Pyknic male and female subjects did not show preferences 
for the similar physique stimulus person. 'Athletic male 
subjects did not show preferences for either asthenic or 
pyknic physique stimulus person. 
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- Asthenic male subjects, as compared to asthenic female 
subjects, perceived the athletic stimulus person signifi-
cantly higher on frank-shy, popular-unpopular traits of 
social activity, hard-soft, independent-dependent, leader-
follower, masculine-feminine, strong-weak traits of 
; and' 
masculinity-femininity/energetic-unenergetic, warm-cold 
traits of tempermental control dimensions. 
- Pyknic male subjects perceived the asthenic stimulus 
person significantly higher than the pyknic female subjects 
on hard-soft, strong-weak, and successful-unsuccessful 
traits of masculinity-femininity, and energetic-unenergetic, 
good-natured-ill natured, and warm-cQld traits of temperamen-
tal control dim'ensions. 
Pyknic female subjects perceived the athletic stimulus 
person significantly higher than the pyknic male subjects 
on independent-dependent, and leader-follower traits of 
masculinity-femininity, and energetic-unenergetic trait 
of temperamental control dimensions. 
Some conclusions accruing from the findings of the 
study were : (1) Male subjects, may they be asthenic, 
athletic or pyknic, score higher on most of the traits of 
physique stereotyping test for the similar/dissimilar physique 
stimulus person. (2) Male and female subjects have shown 
significant differences on masculinity-femininity, followed 
by temperamental control and- social activity dimensions in 
,1 fj 
perceiving the similar/dissimilar stimulus person. (3) No 
significant differences have been found to exist between 
male and female subjects' perception for the similar/ 
dissimilar stimulus person on social control dimension. 
(4) By and large, sex-differences exist in perception for 
the dissimilar physique stimulus person on physique stereo-
typing test,• 
Body-build stereotyping seems to be upheld in the 
case of the athletics who have shown the highest preference 
for themselves. Other Who do not belong to this category 
also preferred the athletics more than their ownselves. This 
implies that even though the athletics may be perceived to 
possess negative traits, their build is the most dominant 
factor in impression formation to the extent that their 
negative attributes are underplayed, and they are invariably 
the first choice of most of the perceivers irrespective 
of their physique. 
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